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Resource Stewardship Evaluation (RSE)
What is it?
The Resource Stewardship Evaluation (RSE) is a voluntary
service provided to producers and landowners as part of
the NRCS conservation planning process.
RSE evaluates an operation’s current conservation and
management practices by comparing them against sciencebased stewardship thresholds and evaluation methods for a
defined subset of nationally important resource concerns.
All information is protected as part of the client’s individual
conservation plan.
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Cropland Stewardship Achievement
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RSE What’s New in 2018
If we are bold in our thinking, courageous in accepting new ideas,
and willing to work with instead of against our land, we shall find in
conservation farming an avenue to the greatest food production
the world has ever known.
– Hugh Hammond Bennett
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Mission Support Services

What’s New
Version 4.0 Spring 2018
• New Land Uses (Forest, Farmland, Associated Ag)
• New Operation Evaluations (General, Forest)
• Habitat Guide Updates
• Usage Reports
Version 5.0 Sept 2018
• CPA-52
• Updated Thresholds
• Client Data Sharing
• Usage Detail Reports and HUC Codes
• Resource Concern Report and Program Support
• Various User Improvement
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RSET Land Uses
RSET Evaluations are available for
• Crop
• Pasture
• Range
• Forest
• Farmstead
• Associate Ag
Other Workaround (Protected, Undetermined, and other Rural
Land)
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Forest Land Use
• Forest can be grazed
• New Habitat Guides for
Forest
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Farmstead and Associated Ag
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General Evaluation

Land Health – Pasture, Range
Forest Health – Forest
Water Quantity – Crop, Pasture, Range
Soil Management – Crop, Farmstead, Associated Ag, Forest
Air Quality – Crop, Farmstead, Associated Ag, Forest
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CPA-52 Available
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Client Data Sharing
• Import/Export
Client Data is
active
• Data source
must output files
which meet our
.json file format
• Client Privacy is
a critical
responsibility
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CART
Conservation Assessment Ranking Tool
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Near Future Field Delivery Systems
TSP Registry
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Technical Assistance
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Conservation Planning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify Problems and Opportunities
Determine Objectives
Inventory Resources
Analyze Resource Data
Formulate Alternatives
Evaluate Alternatives
Make Decisions
Implement Plan
Evaluate the Plan
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1. Identify Problems and Opportunities
Everyone needs a
reason to
plan. Planning can
start with a problem, an
opportunity, shared
concerns, or a
perceived threat. Initial
opportunities and
problems are first
identified based on
readily available
information provided
by the client(s). There
may be information
available through the
County Conservation
Districts or through a
larger-scale
conservation plan.
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CART Supports Client and Field Information
with Geospatial Concern Evaluation.
Planner will select resource concerns which
present opportunities, concerns, or threats.

2. Determine Objectives
The client identify their
objectives. A
conservationist guides
the process so that it
includes both the client
needs and values and the
resource uses and on-site
and off-site ecological
protection. Objectives
may need to be revised
and modified as new
information is learned
later in the inventory and
analysis stages.
Objectives may not be
finalized until Step 4 of
the planning process.
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CART provides planning criteria to address
the resource concerns and information
about ecological site protection. Planner
will identify Clients objectives for resource
concerns which are evaluated and
measured.

3. Inventory Resources
Appropriate natural
resource, economic and
social information for the
planning area is collected.
The information will be
used to further define the
problems and
opportunities. It will also
be used throughout the
entire process to define
alternatives and to
evaluate the plan. It is
important that as much
information as possible
can be collected so that
the plan will fit both the
needs of the client and the
natural resources.
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CART uses a resource inventory which
incorporates geospatial data, existing
practices, field visit, and client input.

4. Analyze Resource Data
Study the resource data
and clearly define
existing conditions for all
of the natural resources,
including limitations and
potential for the desired
use. This step is crucial
to developing plans that
will work for a client and
their land. It also provides
a clear understanding of
the baseline conditions
will help to judge how
effective a project is after
it has been put into place

CART assists planners to analyze resource
data captured in the inventory and compare
against the planning criteria

Resource Assessment
Soil Erosion
Soil Quality
Excess Water

Insufficient Water
Water Quality Degradation
Degraded Plant Condition
Inadequate Habitat for Fish and Wildlife
Livestock Production Limitation
Inefficient Energy Use
Air Quality Impacts
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Threshold

Existing
Condition

The purpose of this step is to achieve the goals for the land, by solving all identified prob

5. Formulate Alternatives
The purpose of this step
is to achieve the client’s
objectives for the land, by
solving identified
problems, taking
advantage of
opportunities, and
meeting the social,
economic, and
environmental needs of
the planning project.
NRCS conservation plan
alternatives often include
explanation of Farm Bill
conservation programs
that help offset the a
client's cost to implement
conservation practices
and protect their land.
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CART assists planners illustrate various
alternative practices and their effect on the
resource concern. Additionally, CART will
identify funding sources to offset the
expense of conservation practices
Threshold
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Existing
Condition
Planned

6. Evaluate Alternatives
Evaluate the alternatives
to determine their
effectiveness in
addressing the clients
problems, opportunities
and objectives. Attention
must be given to those
ecological values
protected by law or
executive order.
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CART will allow
• Comparison of effects from different
conservation practices
• Multiple program ranking pools
assessments for funding
• Collection, recording, and evaluation of
environmental assessment information
currently captured on the CPA-52.

7. Make Decisions
The landowner chooses
which project or plan will
work best for their
situation. The planner
prepares the
documentation.
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CART will integrate with Conservation
Desktop (CD) to turn the client’s selected
alternative into a written conservation plan.
CART will also support Farm Bill program
ranking for funding decisions. When the
client choose to use a program, CART
completes ranking using the already
collected resource inventory and
geospatial information to the greatest
extent possible.

8. Implement the Plan
Conservation planners
and engineers provide a
client with instructions
for how to implement or
install conservation
practices, based on
NRCS conservation
practice standards in the
FOTG. Assistance is also
provided to the client for
obtaining needed
permits, getting
inspections to ensure
work meets the practice
requirements, and for
operating and
maintaining the practices
so they last and provide
desired results.
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Conservation implementation is conducted
primarily through CD and FOTG, but
integration with design tools is planned and
CART is designed to allow integration with
existing implementation requirements.

9. Evaluate the Plan
Conservation planning is
an ongoing process, that
continues long after the
implementation of a
conservation practice. By
evaluating the
effectiveness of a
conservation plan or a
practice within a plan,
clients can decide
whether to continue
implementing their plan
unchanged, or update
their plan to address
changes in the operation
or advance the level of
conservation applied on
their operation..
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CART provides metrics to measure the
effectiveness of the plan in meeting the
conservation objectives.
CART will maintain resource and practice
data to streamline development of any
future updates to a client's conservation
plan.
CART inventory and assessment values
and methodologies will be updated as
information is available each year.

Program Ranking
Local flexibility
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Ranking Pool Use
Within CART each FY 2020 program Spending Plan (funding
pools, subaccounts, and/or initiatives) will have a CART
ranking pool.
Ranking pools will evaluate client’s applications for 5 main
areas
• Plan Assessment: Existing Vulnerability
• Plan Assessment: Planned Practice Effects
• Pool Priorities: Resource
• Pool Priorities: Programmatic
• Efficiency
The locally led process can have input on each of these
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Ranking Pool Use
Each Ranking Pool will be customized by the appropriate
program manager after incorporating locally led input.
Customizable aspects include:
• Geographic Extent of Ranking Pool
• Subdivisions for funding within Ranking Pool
• Weighting between 4 aspects
• Selection of Land Uses
• Selection and Weighting of Resource Concerns
• Selection of Conservation Practices
• Applicability Questions or Geometry
• Pool Resource Priority Questions and Geometry
• Pool Programmatic Priority Questions and Geometry
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Ranking Pool Weighting
Resource Priority

Weighting

Soil Erosion
Soil Quality
Excess Water
Insufficient Water
Water Quality Degradation
Degraded Plant Condition
Inadequate Habitat for Fish and Wildlife
Livestock Production Limitation
Inefficient Energy Use
Air Quality Impacts
Example Weighting
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20%
10%
0%
0%
40%
0%
10%
0%
0%
20%

Ranking Pool Weighting
Resource
Priority
Water
Quality
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Resource Concern

Weighting
40%

Nutrient Transport to Surface Water

30%

Nutrient Transport to Groundwater

30%

Sediment

10%

Bank Stabilization

10%

Pesticide Transport to Surface Water

10%

Pesticide Transport to Groundwater

10%

Salts

0

Pathogens in Surface Water

0

Pathogens in Groundwater

0

Water Temperature

0

Example Weighting

Pool Resource Priorities
• Resource Priorities will be Ranking Pool Specific and may
be either geospatial or question based.
• Geospatial Based (ex. Priority Watershed)
• Question Based (ex. Do the practices in the application
affect sage grouse?)
• Points awarded can be true/false or graded by priority
• Multiple priorities can be considered for each ranking pool
• Awarded at the application level, not by Planned Land Unit
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Pool Programmatic Priorities
• Programmatic Priorities will be Ranking Pool Specific and
may be either geospatial or question based.
• Geospatial Based (ex. Risk of conversion)
• Question Based (ex. Veteran Farmer)
• Points awarded can be true/false or graded by priority
• Multiple priorities can be considered for each ranking pool
• Awarded at the application level, not by Planned land unit
and may be based on the client’s status
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Application Score Weighting
• Set by ranking pool with bounds set by program
• Old National, State, and local questions would be
incorporated into Plan Assessment or Pool Priorities
Pool Weighting
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Plan
Assessment

Vulnerability

20%

Planned Practice Effects

30%

Pool Priorities

Resource

30%

Programmatic

10%

Efficiency Score

10%

Application Score

100%
Example Weighting

Multi-Ranking Pool Evaluation
A Plan Assessment is made up of multiple practices which
may be eligible under multiple ranking pools. CART will allow
consideration for funding under all applicable ranking pools
• Participants may be considered for funding in as many
ranking pools as are applicable
• Plans may receive funding from multiple ranking pools
• CART will assure a practice is not funded twice on the
same land unit by separate funding sources
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